[Model investigations on the structure of the purple dye complex of Giemsa staining].
Nuclei of Giemsa stained cells show a purple coloration, which is generated by a complex of DNA, azure B (AB) and eosin Y (EY). The structure of this complex is unknown. Its absorption spectrum shows a sharp and strong band at 18,100 cm-1 (552 nm), the so called Romanowsky band (RB). It is possible to produce the complex outside of the cell, but it is cubersome to handle. Easier to handle is a purple complex composed of chondroitin sulfate (CHS), AB and EY, which also shows a sharp and strong RB at 18,100 cm-1 in the absorption spectrum. This CHS-AB-EY complex is a model for the DNA-AB-EY complex of Giemsa stained cell nuclei. We tried to investigate its structure. In the first step of the staining procedure CHS binds AB cations forming a stable CHS-AB complex. In the case of saturation each anionic SO4- and COO- -binding site of CHS is occupied by one dye cation and the complex has 1:1 composition. It has a strong and broad absorption band with its maximum at ca. 18,000 cm-1 (556 nm). In the second step the CHS-AB complex additionally binds EY dianions forming the purple CHS-AB-EY complex with its RB at 18,100 cm-1. This band can be clearly distinguished from the broad absorption of the bound AB cations. RB is generated by the EY chromophore, whose absorption is shifted to longer wavelength by the interaction with the CHS-AB framework.